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Part of the Dispute Resolution and Arbitration Commons
Arbitration has been moving online over time with the growth of the Internet and Online Dispute Resolution ("ODR"), which includes use of technology to assist online negotiation, mediation, arbitration, and variations thereof. Online Arbitration ("Oarb") is nonetheless a unique subset of ODR because it usually culminates in a final and binding award by a neutral third party that is enforceable under the Federal Arbitration Act ("FAA"). Indeed, I have written about Oarb on prior occasions, due to its unique status under the FAA and other arbitration laws. However, Oarb was relatively limited until the COVID-19 pandemic sparked the acceleration of arbitration’s move online. At the same time, jurisprudence around the FAA has sent various signals that both help and hinder the growth of Oarb. Furthermore, the 1925 FAA was not built to address innovations like virtual hearings, creating a need for policies that adapt for technological progress. Accordingly, this Article discusses how recent jurisprudence and institutional promulgations may impact Oarb and offers considerations for courts, policymakers, and practitioners shepherding Oarb development.

I. Introduction

Companies have increasingly included arbitration clauses among the form terms in their boilerplate contracts. This has been the case for a long time in commercial business-to-business contracts and is now standard in business-to-consumer ("B2C") and employment contracts as well. Arbitration makes sense in com-
mercial agreements, especially when there is need for a specialist arbitrator(s) or protection of business secrets. Indeed, this need for an expert decision maker has been a harbinger in construction arbitration for decades, and parties to intellectual property disputes benefit from arbitration’s privacy. Arbitration is also robust for international parties who seek a neutral forum not wed to any jurisdiction, as well as an enforceable award under the New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (“New York Convention”).

Nonetheless, consumer and employment arbitration have drawn criticism. Consumers and employees, already skeptical of the market, assume that non-negotiable boilerplate arbitration clauses are skewed toward the companies’ interests. Commentators and policymakers worry that pre-dispute arbitration clauses rob underdog consumers and employees of their judicial recourse rights without knowing consent. There is also a concern that these clauses unfairly advantage corporate “repeat players” who routinely include arbitration clauses due to informational asymmetries. Critics add that companies use these clauses to curb consumer remedies; bar class actions; and shield the public from information regarding safety, disclosure, and other statutory violations. Some also argue that this essentially allows companies to create private law.

---


Still, United States courts usually enforce these clauses under the Federal Arbitration Act ("FAA")\textsuperscript{7}, efficiency-focused arbitration, and contract jurisprudence.\textsuperscript{8} Proponents of this regime highlight how arbitration clauses can be "fair" and foster satisfactory proceedings for companies and individuals. In addition, some arbitration-administering institutions have taken steps toward protecting procedural fairness for consumers and employees who often lack the resources of their corporate opponents.\textsuperscript{9} Still, strong arguments remain for regulating consumer and employment arbitration.\textsuperscript{10} Pre-dispute arbitration clauses are especially concerning where they cut off access to remedies in small dollar claims and squelch the efficiencies of aggregated proceedings litigated in open court, both of which help spark necessary policy changes.\textsuperscript{11}

Putting aside arguments for or against pre-dispute arbitration clauses, the fact remains that individuals and companies will continue to arbitrate. Again, arbitration makes sense for many types of claims due to its efficiency and flexibility, and arbitration clauses are enforceable under the FAA and the New York Convention.\textsuperscript{12}


\textsuperscript{10} I have been among those that have critiqued harsh consumer arbitration provisions and have proposed that the existing dispute resolution template of the Magnuson Moss Warranty Federal Trade Commission Improvement Act ("MMWA") should incorporate consumer arbitration reforms to protect consumers' access to warranty remedies and clarify how MMWA claims may be arbitrated fairly. See Amy J. Schmitz, Curing Consumer Warranty Woes Through Regulated Arbitration, 23 OHIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL. 627, 627–32, 661–86 (2008) [hereinafter Warranty Woes] (discussing need for procedural protections in consumer arbitration proceedings); See also Amy J. Schmitz, Dangers of Deference to Form Arbitration Provisions, 8 NEV. L.J. 37, 37–55 (2007) [hereinafter Dangers of Deference] (advancing procedural regulation of arbitration in lieu of precluding arbitration).


\textsuperscript{12} FAA, 9 U.S.C. §§ 1–16 (covering domestic arbitration); Id. §§ 201–08 (implementing the Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (New York Convention)); Id. §§ 301–07 (implementing the Inter-American Convention on International Commercial Arbitration (Panama Convention) (2006)).
This is true even if arbitration clauses are included in e-contracts per the Electronic Signature Act ("ESign"). Moreover, the U.S. Supreme Court has continued to strengthen and expand a "pro-enforcement" glaze on arbitration agreements under the FAA.

At the same time, "arbitration" as it existed in 1925, when the FAA became law, has changed. Growing use and reliance on the Internet has led to growth of online arbitration (what I have termed "OArb" in prior articles). Such OArb includes use of technology and digital tools to facilitate and execute processes ending in a final determination of a dispute by a neutral third party. For example, such OArb may use asynchronous or synchronous communications. It also may involve text-only hearings, virtual hearings, and mixtures thereof. OArb’s use of technology allows parties to upload and submit all supporting documentation to support their claims at times that suit their schedules. Online hearings also save the time, cost, and stress of traveling to and attending in-person processes, which is especially important in a pandemic. Such OArb systems may even provide more accurate and complete redress for consumers; for example, consumers may obtain more accurate redress through OArb than class actions—which have been criticized for providing insufficient and inequitably distributed relief in some cases.

OArb is just one example of online dispute resolution ("ODR"), which more generally encompasses use of technology to assist prevention and resolution of disputes. Most ODR, however, is not OArb because it involves facilitation of communications aimed to spark voluntary settlement. Most ODR is thusly not binding and relies on the parties’ later agreement on a resolution. OArb is a distinct subset of ODR because it culminates in a final award rendered by a third-party neutral under the FAA. The binding nature has caused many to shy away from OArb, even as they

16 See generally Linda S. Mullenix, Ending Class Actions as We Know Them: Rethinking the American Class Action, 64 EMORY L.J. 399 (2014).
have embraced other types of ODR. This is due to attorneys and parties fearing a binding award without a chance to present their cases in person—especially where large dollar amounts are at stake.

Nonetheless, interest in OArb has spiked in the COVID-19 pandemic.¹⁸ Virtual meeting technology such as Skype, Google Meet, WebEx, and Zoom have made virtual hearings relatively cheap and easy, and individuals have become accustomed to online communications in the lock-down.¹⁹ Indeed, in larger dollar claims and areas traditionally wed to arbitration such as labor and construction, in-person arbitration has long been the norm and there was not great movement toward OArb until COVID-19 forced wider adoption.²⁰ Even in the beginning of the pandemic, most parties stated an intention to wait to arbitrate until they could do so in person because of inexperience with using virtual platforms or long-held beliefs that in-person hearings are always the best method for resolution.²¹ Furthermore, parties who benefit from delay presumably benefitted from the “COVID excuse” for putting off litigation or arbitration. As the pandemic continued, however, parties grew eager to resolve their disputes and arbitrators warmed up to virtual arbitration.²² All have increasingly embraced virtual platforms as their best and safest means for moving forward—especially with uncertainty as to when courts will fully reopen or function in an efficient and safe manner.²³

¹⁹ Id.
²⁰ Id.
²³ E-mail from Svetlana Gitman, Esq., Vice President, AM. ARB. ASS’N/INT’L CTR. FOR DISP. RESOL., to Amy J. Schmitz, Professor, Univ. of Missouri-Columbia L. Sch. (June 30, 2020) (on file with author). Generally, labor unions and employers have also been slow to embrace OArb. Their reasoning seems to be that they believe (1) they need an in-person hearing for their grievant to “tell her/his story,” and (2) it is easier to adjust the presentation of their case on the fly to respond to the employer’s presentation of its case in an in-person hearing with paper documents that need not be disclosed before the hearing. E-mail from Richard Bales, labor arbitrator and scholar, Ohio Northern Univ. Coll. of L., to Amy J. Schmitz, Professor, University of Missouri-Columbia L. Sch. (July 1, 2020) (on file with author).
As more arbitrations move online, parties and arbitrators are learning firsthand what many of us in ODR have been saying for some time: OArb and ODR provide efficiency, convenience, and room for innovation. As noted above, online communications may provide time and cost savings for all involved, while virtual hearings offer safety and comfort that have become critical in the wake of the pandemic. International OArb may also gain prominence, as it eliminates the need for expensive and especially dicey—and in many cases impossible—international travel, while preserving the benefits of creating awards that, under the New York Convention, are more enforceable than court judgments. Also, parties can select the expert arbitrators with attention to cross-cultural and neutrality concerns.24

Meanwhile, the law and jurisprudence around the FAA has continued to develop toward a pro-enforcement and pro-efficiency bent. New cases have come down from the U.S. Supreme Court calling for strict enforcement of individualized arbitration, even in employment and consumer cases, and the Court has opened the door to application of estoppel with respect to third parties to the arbitration agreement.25 Nonetheless, new wrinkles have percolated with respect to third-party discovery from non-parties to the arbitration when virtual hearings are involved. Moreover, the 1925 FAA was not built to address the complexities of the digital world, leaving questions for policymakers and courts regarding application of arbitration law to OArb. This Article hopes to shed light on OArb's evolution, and how FAA developments may impact OArb in practice. It also offers suggestions for policy going forward.

Part II of the Article provides legal background with discussion of the law, theory, and policy guiding current enforcement of arbitration agreements and awards under the FAA. Part III further paints the picture by explaining the evolution and current expansion of OArb in the wake of the pandemic. Part IV then brings law and practice together and analyzes how this recent arbitration law may impact OArb. Additionally, it sheds light on issues not covered by the FAA and offers insights for courts, practitioners, and policymakers going forward. Part V concludes with the hope that these insights will spark further developments, considering

that OArb and virtual arbitration hearings have become the new normal and will almost certainly continue expansion post-pandemic.

II. SYNOPSIS OF ARBITRATION LAW, THEORY, AND POLICY

Arbitration law in the U.S. emanates from the FAA, which was adopted in 1925 to support commercial and trade arbitration. Since that time, the U.S. Supreme Court has expanded the jurisprudence around the FAA to embrace enforcement of arbitration in employment and consumer contexts. Recent jurisprudence further supports this trend, which will likely extend to promote OArb’s enforcement. Nonetheless, the drafters of the FAA in 1925 could not have conceptualized virtual arbitrations, and therefore it is unsurprising that questions remain regarding issues such as the power to subpoena individuals to appear online. The following sets forth the evolution of the law, with an emphasis on questions that impact OArb.

A. Arbitration Jurisprudence Toward Strict Enforcement

International and domestic arbitration laws generally require enforcement of valid agreements to arbitrate, which often incorporate rules such as those promulgated by the American Arbitration Association (“AAA”) or the International Chamber of Commerce (“ICC”). This relegates enforcement analysis to contract formation and validity issues, which courts have mainly approached in an efficiency-focused manner. Proponents of arbitration argue that enforcement results in cost and time savings, while critics complain that it impairs consumer remedies and essentially allows companies

26 Stephen B. Goldberg et al., Dispute Resolution, Negotiation, Mediation, and Other Processes 250 (3d ed. 1999).


to privatize law and avoid regulation through their arbitration programs.\textsuperscript{30}

On the international level, the widely adopted New York Convention generally mandates summary enforcement of arbitration agreements and awards.\textsuperscript{31} The United States has implemented this Convention through Chapter Two of the FAA,\textsuperscript{32} which U.S. courts have applied with a pro-enforcement glaze aimed to promote both arbitration and international comity.\textsuperscript{33} This glaze has also led U.S. courts to narrowly read the Convention’s allowance for public policy review of arbitration awards and to curtail judicial power to mandate arbitration procedures or contract formation standards.\textsuperscript{34}

U.S. courts similarly enforce domestic arbitration agreements under the FAA\textsuperscript{35} and its state counterpart, the Uniform Arbitration Act ("UAA").\textsuperscript{36} These laws require courts to specifically enforce domestic arbitration agreements and augment this mandate with provisions for liberal venue, immediate appeal from orders adverse to arbitration, appointment of arbitrators if parties cannot do so by agreement, limited review of arbitration awards, and treatment of awards as final judgments.\textsuperscript{37} Furthermore, the Su-

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{33} Kenneth F. Dunham, \textit{International Arbitration Is Not Your Father’s Oldsmobile Convention}, 2 J. Disp. Resol. 323, 326–27 (2005) (discussing the development of international commercial arbitration and noting the importance of the New York Convention in that development).
\item\textsuperscript{34} \textit{NY Convention}, \textit{supra} note 31, at Arts. 1–16; Dunham, \textit{supra} note 33, at 330–31 (discussing importance of contract terms and rules incorporated therein in dictating the arbitration procedures).
\item\textsuperscript{35} FAA, 9 U.S.C. §§ 1–16.
\item\textsuperscript{36} \textit{Unif. Arb. Act}, 7 U.L.A. § 1 et seq. (1997). The UAA is model legislation nearly all states have adopted to require the same basic enforcement for local arbitration agreements and awards beyond the purview of the FAA. \textit{Id.}
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Supreme Court has held that the FAA preempts states from singling out arbitration for special treatment or otherwise hindering the enforcement of arbitration in contracts affecting interstate commerce. This importantly leaves states with little power to regulate arbitration provisions beyond application of general contract defenses.\textsuperscript{38}

The U.S. Supreme Court has fortified strict enforcement of arbitration in the U.S.\textsuperscript{39} This was solidified in cases including \textit{Stolt-Nielsen SA v. AnimalFeeds Int'l Corp.}, \textit{AT&T Mobility, LLC v. Concepcion}, and \textit{Rent-A-Center v. Jackson}.

The Court significantly narrowed arbitrators' power to order class arbitration in \textit{Stolt-Nielsen SA}, greatly limited application of contract defenses to void arbitration clauses in \textit{AT&T}, and confirmed arbitrators' power to determine the scope of their own jurisdiction in \textit{Rent-A-Center}.\textsuperscript{40}

The Court has bolstered this enforcement, even where statutory claims are at stake. In \textit{American Express v. Italian Colors Restaurant}, a would-be class of small businesses asserted antitrust violations against the credit card company for allegedly charging excessive fees and claimed that the class waiver in their arbitration agreements made it too expensive for them to vindicate their statutory rights.\textsuperscript{41} The businesses argued that they could not pay the expert fees and related costs of proving antitrust violations unless they banded together.\textsuperscript{42} However, the Court denied the class consolidation, emphasizing that complainants have no right to an economical or streamlined means for asserting antitrust violations.\textsuperscript{43}


\textsuperscript{41} \textit{See} Am. Express Co. v. Italian Colors Rest, 133 S. Ct. 2304, 2304–10 (2013) (enforcing a class waiver in arbitration clauses with respect to anti-trust claims). \textit{See also AT&T Mobility, 131 S. Ct. at 1748–53} (stating that class wide arbitration is inconsistent with the FAA); \textit{Stolt-Nielsen, 130 S. Ct. at 1773–76} (holding that a party cannot be compelled to class arbitration unless there is a clear contractual basis for it); \textit{Rent-A-Center, W., Inc., 130 S. Ct. at 2777–80} (finding that a clause in employment contract delegating to the arbitrator exclusive authority to decide enforceability of the arbitration agreement was a valid delegation under the FAA).

\textsuperscript{42} \textit{Am. Express Co., 133 S. Ct. at 2304–10.}

\textsuperscript{43} Id.

\textsuperscript{44} Id.
The Court also indicated a distaste for class arbitrations, which it saw as frustrating the efficiency goals of the FAA.  

Additionally, most business-to-consumer contracts expressly preclude class proceedings in the wake of AT&T, which narrowed consumers’ power to challenge class waivers based on traditional contract defenses. The Supreme Court, under AT&T, held that the FAA preempts a court from using state contract law to condition enforcement of an arbitration clause on preserving consumers’ ability to bring class-wide arbitration. Consumers in that case filed a class action in contravention of the arbitration clause in AT&T’s contract, alleging that the clause’s class waiver effectively precluded vindication of their rights. Although the California court agreed with the consumer, the U.S. Supreme Court reversed and enforced the class waiver. The Court held that the FAA preempted California’s use of unconscionability to strike the clause as the contract allowed for small claims court actions, the recovery of double attorney fees if an award exceeded the company’s settlement offer, and payment of arbitration costs by the company.

Scholars have argued that subsequent arbitration jurisprudence has gone too far in enforcing arbitration clauses, especially in employment and consumer cases. They contend that Congress should consider enacting a law that guarantees certain consumer protections in arbitration, like a fair location for the hearings, prohibition against abbreviated statutes of limitations, prohibitions against damage limitations, class procedures in some circumstances, requirement for public proceedings and filings, and heightened judicial review of arbitral awards for certain types of claims. There have also been proposals for laws to ban pre-dispute arbitration clauses altogether in consumer, employment, and civil rights cases. Nonetheless, such proposals have not made it very far to-
ward enactment, and thus the FAA and its jurisprudence remain our legal touchstone.

B. Supreme Court Pronouncements in the Last Five Years

The opinions over the past five years are obviously important for traditional in-person arbitration, but they may apply differently and have special import for OArb. The Court's message with respect to arbitration has remained steady: The FAA requires strict enforcement of arbitration agreements and awards and preempts states from stepping in to limit that enforcement. This remains true in most employment and consumer cases and has the power to cut off access to class actions. Nonetheless, the FAA does not apply with respect to transportation workers, regardless of whether they are independent contractors or in a traditional employment relationship. These issues are again important for traditional arbitration, but the Court's opinions provide insights on how the FAA applies for OArb as well.

1. Class Proceedings

The Supreme Court, under Epic Sys. Corp. v. Lewis, held that arbitration agreements calling for individualized proceedings are enforceable per not only the FAA, but also the Fair Labor Standards Act ("FLSA") and National Labor Relations Act ("NLRA"). It thus endorsed "pre-dispute" arbitration clauses, even when they would arguably hinder collective action under labor laws. The Supreme Court's reasoning was two-fold: (1) the FAA only recognizes generally applicable contract defenses, like fraud, duress, or unconscionability, so the argument around indi-

54 Id. at 1616. There were three cases involved. In the first of consolidated cases, an employee brought a class action against an employer, alleging that he violated the FLSA and Wisconsin law, and the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit affirmed an order denying the employer's motion to dismiss and compel individual arbitration. In the second case, employees brought similar class action claims against an employer under the FLSA and California law, and the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit reversed an order granting the employer's motion to compel individual arbitration. In the third case, the employer filed a petition for a review of the National Labor Relations Board's finding that it was unlawful for the employer to require employees to sign an agreement waiving their right to pursue class and collective actions. The Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit held that the employer's arbitration agreement compelling individual arbitration was fair. The Supreme Court reversed and remanded the two cases that ruled for the employees, and affirmed the case upholding the individualized arbitration agreements.
individualized proceedings failed;\(^55\) and (2) § 7 of the NLRA, which guarantees employees "the right to self-organization, to form, join, or assist labor organizations, to bargain collectively . . . and to engage in other concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid protection," does not clearly express congressional intention to displace the FAA with the NLRA and make these individualized arbitration agreements unenforceable.\(^56\) Moreover, the Supreme Court rejected the employees’ argument that *Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council Inc.*, supports deference to the National Labor Relation Board’s 2012 interpretation of federal statutes outlawing class and collective action waivers by employees.\(^57\)

Another case dealing with questions around class proceedings in employment cases is *Lamps Plus, Inc. v. Varela*, wherein the question was whether a court could order class-wide, rather than individualized, arbitration proceedings when the arbitration agreement was ambiguous about whether class arbitration was available.\(^58\) The Supreme Court held that the arbitration agreement’s ambiguity on the subject did not provide sufficient basis for compelling class-wide arbitration.\(^59\) This was consistent with the Court’s prior ruling that silence on the subject is not sufficient to provide basis for an arbitrator to order class proceedings and seemed to add an exclamation point on the Court’s distaste for class arbitration.\(^60\) Chief Justice Roberts, writing for the majority, eschewed arguments that some phrases in the agreement seemed to allow for class arbitration.\(^61\) Instead, the Court noted that class-wide arbitration sacrifices the informality, speed, and low cost that are the primary benefits of arbitration. Accordingly, the Court

\(^55\) *Id.* at 1622. Of course, not all agree with the Court's analysis. Arguments remain that a state court decision saying it is unconscionable under state contract law to insert a class-action waiver in any contract would seem to be a generally applicable contract defense. However, the Court in *Italian Colors* eschewed that argument; see Schmitz, *supra* note 15.

\(^56\) *Epic Sys. Corp.*, 138 S. Ct. at 1624. The Court surmised that there is a strong presumption that disfavors repeal by implication. Section 7 of the NLRA focuses on the right to organize unions and bargain collectively and doesn’t reference an intention to displace the FAA. Using ejusdem generis, Congress probably did not intend class and collective arbitration actions to be included as "concerted activities" under § 7, because the general phrase should be considered to mean other activities similar to the specific ones listed before: activities that relate to exercising the right to free association in the workplace, not issues of litigation.

\(^57\) *Id.* at 1618.

\(^58\) 139 S. Ct. 1407, 1412 (2019).

\(^59\) *Id.* at 1415.

\(^60\) Chief Justice Roberts wrote the majority opinion, while Justices Ginsburg, Breyer, Sotomayor, and Kagan filed dissenting opinions. *Id.*

\(^61\) *Id.*
opined that courts may not infer consent to participate in class-wide arbitration without an affirmative contractual basis.\textsuperscript{62}

2. FAA Interpretation

Despite cases seeming to endorse arbitration of employment claims, the Court nonetheless narrowed the FAA’s coverage of employment cases in applying the FAA’s exclusion of “other workers” in \textit{New Prime Inc. v. Oliveira}. There, the question was whether a court decides disputes over the application of § 1 of the FAA’s exception for “contracts of employment,” and whether this exclusion covers independent contractors.\textsuperscript{63} Speaking for the Court, Justice Gorsuch wrote that a court should decide for itself whether FAA’s exclusion for “contracts of employment” of certain transportation workers applies before ordering arbitration. Justice Gorsuch also opined that the exclusion removes both employer-employee contracts as well as contracts involving independent contractors from the Act’s coverage.\textsuperscript{64} Accordingly, the opinion effectively broadens the § 1 exclusion to cover transportation workers of all types and kinds.\textsuperscript{65}

The case involved former truck drivers against an interstate trucking company, alleging that the company’s failure to pay its drivers minimum wage violated Missouri and Maine labor laws.\textsuperscript{66} The plaintiff worked under an agreement that called him an independent contractor, and the defendant used that fact to argue that § 1 of the FAA did not except him from coverage. The defendant also argued that the question of whether the plaintiffs fall within the § 1 exclusion was for the arbitrator, not the court, but the Supreme Court denied these arguments.\textsuperscript{67}

The importance of the case stems from Justice Gorsuch’s rationale. He focused on the language in stating that the FAA states that “nothing” in the act “shall apply” to “contracts and employment of . . . any other class of workers engaged in foreign or interstate commerce.”\textsuperscript{68} This means that even if the contract has a delegation clause delegating arbitrability questions to the arbitra-

\textsuperscript{62} Id. at 1416. An important principle of the FAA is parties must consent to arbitration, and silence is not enough. Ambiguity should be treated the same way because it also does not provide a sufficient basis to conclude that the parties consented to class-wide arbitration.

\textsuperscript{63} New Prime Inc. v. Oliveira, 139 S. Ct. 532, 536 (2019).

\textsuperscript{64} Id. at 544.

\textsuperscript{65} This has particular import for Uber, Lyft, and other drivers in the sharing economy.

\textsuperscript{66} Oliveira, 139 S. Ct. at 536.

\textsuperscript{67} Id. at 537.

\textsuperscript{68} Id.
A court should first decide whether the § 1 “contracts of employment” exclusion applies. In other words, a court must decide if § 1 applies before it has authority to use its statutory powers in §§ 3 and 4 to enforce arbitration. At the same time, the opinion hearkens back to the text as it was understood at the FAA’s enactment in 1925 to hold that “employment” should include independent contractors. Specifically, the Court reasoned that “employment” as a synonym for “work” would have been understood to include independent contractors in 1925 and did not have the “term of art” meaning of today that implies an employer-employee relationship.

3. Support for Arbitration Agreements and Awards

Despite this somewhat anti-enforcement glimmer, the Supreme Court further solidified broad support for enforcement of arbitration agreements under Henry Schein, Inc. v. Archer and White Sales, Inc. There, the Court held that when the parties’ contract delegates the question of arbitrability to an arbitrator, a court may not decide arbitrability—even if the court thinks that the arbitration agreement applies to a wholly groundless dispute. The Court, therefore, placed in bold its endorsement of delegation clauses which allow arbitrators to decide their own jurisdiction. Furthermore, the Court eschewed the “wholly groundless” exception used by some courts of appeals to promote efficiency by denying motions to compel arbitration where the case appears to lack any merit. Instead, the Court opined that the “wholly groundless” exception is not necessary to deter frivolous motions to compel arbitration.

At the same time, the Supreme Court broadened the FAA’s reach in allowing for application of equitable estoppel to enforce arbitration awards against non-parties. In GE Energy Power Conversion France SAS, Corp. v. Outokumpu Stainless USA, LLC, the Court held that the New York Convention does not conflict

69 New Prime Inc. v. Oliveira, 139 S. Ct. 532, 536 (2019). This is a very strict textual reading of the FAA, meaning that even if it seems obvious that a case should go to arbitration, a court must make the § 1 determination to decide if the FAA authorizes a court to send the case to arbitration.
70 Id. at 540.
72 Id. at 528.
73 Id. at 529.
74 Id.
75 140 S. Ct. 1637 (2020).
with domestic equitable estoppel doctrines that permit the enforcement of arbitration by non-signatories. In this case, a steel manufacturing plant and a contractor entered three contracts with arbitration clauses. The contractor entered into a subcontractor agreement with GE to provide certain equipment. The equipment that GE made failed, so Outokumpu, who now owned the manufacturing plant, sued GE in state court. GE removed the case to federal court, then moved to dismiss and compel arbitration based on the arbitration clauses in the original contracts between the plant and the contractor. The district court granted the motion, concluding that both Outokumpu and GE were subject to arbitration. The Eleventh Circuit reversed. The court concluded that the New York Convention only allows enforcement of an arbitration agreement by the parties who actually signed it, and GE is not included in that descriptor.

The Supreme Court reversed and remanded the case to the Court of Appeals to determine whether GE "can enforce the arbitration clauses under equitable estoppel principles." The Court explained that traditional principles of state law that apply under the FAA include doctrines like equitable estoppel. This can permit a non-signatory to enforce an arbitration agreement, even under the Convention. The Court also noted that the FAA will apply to

---

76 Id. at 1645.
77 Id. at 1642.
78 Id.
79 Id.
80 Id.
82 Id. at 1643.
83 Id. The Court went through several arguments supporting the Court of Appeals but concluded again that nothing in the Convention precludes application of state equity doctrines. It also notes that this interpretation is confirmed by looking at negotiating and drafting history. It dismisses Outokumpu’s argument that the Convention has a “rule of consent” that allows some domestic law doctrines and not others. The Court says the drafting history just shows that the drafters wanted to impose baseline requirements on contracting states to ensure mutually binding agreements, not that they wanted to prevent states from applying domestic law to allow non-signatories to enforce arbitration agreements in additional circumstances. Nonetheless, because the Court of Appeals concluded that the Convention prohibits enforcement by non-signatories, it did not actually address whether GE could enforce the arbitration clauses under equitable estoppel. The Court does not determine this issue, only that the Convention does not conflict with the enforcement of arbitration agreements by non-signatories under domestic-law equitable estoppel doctrines.
84 Id. at 1643.
85 Id. at 1645.
the extent it is not in conflict with the Convention, and doctrines like estoppel promote fairness and efficiency.\footnote{Id. at 1641-42.}

In sum, the U.S. Supreme Court has continued to send a message of arbitration enforcement and seems primed to find ways to enforce arbitration agreements and awards whenever possible. This same enforcement would presumably flow for OArb, especially where it will promote efficiency. The Court also has shown distaste for class arbitration, indicating a need for low-cost means for individually seeking remedies on claims where class relief is not available. Nonetheless, the Court has also shown inklings toward textual readings of the FAA, such as it signaled in the \textit{New Prime, Inc.} case. There, the Court read the FAA as it would be understood in 1925. Such a temporal-textual reading may have far-reaching implications, as cases involving virtual hearings reach the Court.

\textbf{C. Court of Appeals Cases Impacting Virtual Hearings}

OArb often includes virtual hearings, which were obviously not around when the FAA was passed in 1925. It is therefore unsurprising that courts have struggled with how to apply various provisions of the FAA to cases involving online hearings. For example, should FAA § 7, which allows courts to order attendance of witnesses in arbitration hearings, also support orders for witnesses to appear in online hearings? These issues are important for OArb because parties will face major obstacles in presenting their cases online without such FAA support for ordering witnesses.

Furthermore, FAA authority is particularly important when addressing need for third party discovery. An institution's rules generally cover hearing location, arbitrator appointment, discovery, fees and costs, and other such basics, and may provide for special procedures allowing for virtual hearings and online submissions.\footnote{See, e.g., \textit{Am. Arb. Ass'n, Commercial Arbitration Rules and Mediation Procedures} (Oct. 1, 2013), \url{https://www.adr.org/sites/default/files/CommercialRules_Web.pdf}; see also \textit{Am. Arb. Ass'n, Consumer-Related Disputes: Supplementary Procedures} (Sept. 15, 2005), \url{https://adr.org/sites/default/files/Consumer-Related%20Disputes%20Supplementary%20Procedures%20Sep%202015%22C%202005.pdf}.} However, these rules incorporated into parties' agreements are only applicable to the parties to the agreement (the parties to the arbitration). Any power to order testimony or docu-
ments from third parties must come from a statute, namely FAA § 7. That makes interpretation of § 7 especially important with respect to virtual arbitration.

Accordingly, cases regarding FAA § 7 such as Managed Care Advisory Group, LLC v. CIGNA Healthcare, Inc., have special import for OArb. In that case, the Court of Appeals held that the district court did not have the authority to force non-parties to arbitration to comply with the summons and provide testimony that would be transmitted via videoconference. The court relied on a literal reading of § 7 of the FAA, which provides that arbitrators “may summon in writing any person to attend before them or any of them as a witness and in a proper case to bring with him or them any book, record, document, or paper which may be deemed material as evidence in the case.” The Eleventh Circuit found that in this case, since the testimony would be taken via videoconference, the arbitrator was not technically compelling the witness “to attend before” the arbitrator. Therefore, there was no authority under § 7 to order a witness to participate in a video hearing, cutting off access to testimony from third parties unless there is an in-person hearing.

This case provides another branch within a circuit split on interpretation of § 7. The Second, Third, Fourth, and Ninth Circuits all have cases holding that § 7 does not provide for pre-hearing discovery from non-parties to the arbitration agreement, due to a strict reading of § 7, like that under Managed Care Advisory Group, LLC. These courts interpret “to attend before them . . .” and in a proper case to bring with him or them any book, record, document, or paper” to limit arbitrators’ power to ordering non-parties to bring documents with them to a hearing before the arbitrators. Although these courts do not address the issue of video or teleconferencing directly, they do seem to emphasize the impor-
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tance of the witnesses being in the physical presence of the arbitrators when bringing documents.

In contrast, the Sixth and Eighth Circuits have held that there is implicit arbitral power per § 7 to authorize subpoenas for pre-hearing discovery from third parties. This means that arbitrators have the power to order production of documents before an arbitration, without the witness having to be present at a hearing.\(^9\) This seems to be a more functional approach, recognizing that it is often necessary to have documents in advance in order to allow for meaningful testimony with respect to the materials. Consider: it would be a waste of time if an attorney would have to start a hearing in order to get the documents, and then pause the hearing to review documents before questioning a witness on the documents. It is much more efficient for the attorney to see the documents before the hearing.\(^9\)

While this circuit split continues to percolate, new cases are coming down the pipeline with varying views of virtual hearings. Under *Dodson Int'l Parts, Inc. v. Williams Int'l Co., Inc.*, an arbitrator issued a subpoena commanding a third party to appoint a representative to testify by video from a different state.\(^9\) The court here held that testifying and transmitting documents by “remote uplink” from Connecticut was not the type of presence required by the FAA.\(^9\) Remote attendance was not the same as appearing before the arbitrator in Michigan.\(^9\) Because of this, the court dismissed the petition to enforce the subpoena under § 7 of the FAA.\(^9\)

A court in Kentucky similarly applied a strict reading of the FAA, and even seemed to ignore its Circuit precedent, in *Westlake Vinyls, Inc. v. Cooke*.\(^9\) In this case, arbitrators served subpoenas on non-parties to appear at a hearing from Massachusetts, with the arbitrator attending by telephone or video.\(^10\) The non-parties refused to comply, and the petitioner asked the Court to enforce the

\(^9\) See Am. Fed'n of TV & Radio Artists v. WJBK-TV, 164 F.3d 1004, 1109 (6th Cir. 1999); See also In re Sec. Life Ins. Co. of Am. v. Duncanson & Holt 228 F.3d 865, 870–71 (8th Cir. 2000).

\(^9\) In re Sec. Life Ins. Co. of Am., 228 F.3d at 870–71 (taking a functional approach).


\(^9\) Id. at *2.

\(^9\) Id.

\(^9\) Id.

\(^9\) Id.


\(^10\) Id. at *3.
The court acknowledged that the Sixth Circuit has ruled that arbitrators have the power to order pre-hearing discovery, but nonetheless concluded that the subpoena did not meet the minimum requirements for a hearing per § 7. They ruled that presence "telephonically or videographically" is not sufficient, as "[p]hysical presence of the arbitrator(s) at the arbitration hearing is required." In contrast, a New York federal court, under Sexton v. Lecavalier, seemed to diverge from the position of the Second Circuit. This case focused on the production of e-mails in "native format" under a third-party subpoena, which required a non-party to the arbitration agreement to testify via video as part of this subpoena. Specifically, the Arbitral Tribunal of the International Centre for Dispute Resolution ordered the non-party to produce certain documents, and any copies in electronic format were to be produced in native format. The Tribunal also ordered the third party to appear at a merits hearing "via video-link." There seemed to be no objections with respect to this video-link, and therefore no discussion of § 7 limitations in the opinion.

In another case, Moyett v. Lugo-Sánchez, the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority’s ("FINRA") securities arbitrators issued subpoenas against third parties to testify in San Juan, Puerto Rico. The non-parties to the arbitration agreement argued that the court lacked jurisdiction to order the subpoenas and that testifying before the arbitration panel was unduly burdensome. Specifically, they noted that the arbitrators were physically in Georgia, so they would be hearing testimony via videoconference. The court denied this argument, holding that, despite the physical distance between the arbitrators in Georgia and the parties in Puerto Rico, the arbitrators can "sit" in Puerto Rico through videoconfer-

\[101\] Id. at *2.
\[102\] Id. at *3.
\[103\] Id.
\[105\] Id. at 441.
\[106\] Id. at 440.
\[107\] Id.
\[109\] Id.
\[110\] Id. at 266.
Accordingly, the court had the authority to enforce the subpoenas under § 7 of the FAA.

III. OArb Development into Mainstream

The idea of OArb is not entirely new. In fact, e-commerce providers such as eBay have been using OArb for customer claims for some time. Nonetheless, there are now many OArb providers who provide text-only arbitration with no in-person hearings. Moreover, traditional arbitration providers, such as the American Arbitration Association (“AAA”) and others, now provide virtual hearings in the wake of the pandemic. Indeed, evidence suggests that OArb has expanded significantly due to COVID-19 shutdowns and health restrictions. Moreover, the trend toward OArb and virtual hearings is likely to continue post-pandemic as parties embrace the efficiencies and conveniences OArb offers.

A. Evolution of OArb Providers

1. eBay

ODR has been developing slowly over the past twenty-five or more years. In the U.S., eBay is seen as an early example of a company employing ODR to promote efficient claims resolution and build goodwill with consumers. Indeed, eBay learned that it could retain loyal customers and even inspire them to make more purchases if customers trust that they will get a remedy if a purchase goes awry. For example, eBay encourages users to attempt to work out the problem on their own in the first instance.

If unsuccessful, the buyer can file an online claim in the eBay Resolution Center. This will inform the seller that there has been an issue, which will prompt negotiations between the seller and the
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buyer.\textsuperscript{116} If the buyer is satisfied with the seller's solution, the buyer can close the case.\textsuperscript{117} If unsatisfied with the seller's response, or the seller has not responded in three days, the buyer has twenty-one days to report the issue to eBay to continue the process.\textsuperscript{118}

At this point, eBay helps resolve the issue, typically within forty-eight hours.\textsuperscript{119} If the goods did not arrive or are not as promised, the buyer usually gets her or his money back. A losing buyer has thirty days to appeal that decision.\textsuperscript{120} When appealing, a buyer can submit information to support the claim, such as photos of the item, tracking and shipping information, proof that the item was sent to the wrong address, or police reports.\textsuperscript{121} All told, this is OArb. The dispute may be resolved along the way through online negotiation, but if negotiation does not end the issue, then a third party decides the claim.

\section{2. NetNeutrals}

Related to eBay is another ODR service, NetNeutrals. NetNeutrals was designed for eBay as an independent feedback review process.\textsuperscript{122} It focuses only on questions relating to negative feedback for products sold on eBay, an important consideration for eBay sellers.\textsuperscript{123} NetNeutrals offers a free direct negotiation forum for sellers to communicate directly with buyers to resolve conflicts over product reviews.\textsuperscript{124} It also offers OArb, for a fee, which employs a neutral third party to review the case and determine if clear and convincing evidence exists to show that a review violates eBay's policies.\textsuperscript{125} This one-week process hides the review from the public until a determination is made.\textsuperscript{126}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{116} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{117} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{118} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{119} \textit{Ask eBay to step in and help for buyers}, \textsc{eBay}, https://www.ebay.com/help/buying/returns-refunds/ask-ebay-step-help-buyers?id=4701 (last visited Mar. 1, 2020).
\item \textsuperscript{120} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{121} \textit{Appeal eBay's decision about a return or missing item for buyers}, \textsc{eBay}, https://www.ebay.com/help/buying/returns-refunds/handling-disputes?id=4039 (last visited Mar. 1, 2020).
\item \textsuperscript{122} \textit{An Innovative Approach to Dispute Resolution}, \textsc{NetNeutrals}, https://netneutrals.com/About-Us (last visited June 5, 2020).
\item \textsuperscript{123} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{124} \textit{Learn More about IFR}, \textsc{NetNeutrals}, https://netneutrals.com/Learn-More (last visited June 5, 2020).
\item \textsuperscript{125} Id.
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3. Modria

The creators of eBay’s ODR process branched off as Modria, which Tyler Technologies acquired for resolving disputes online. Modria is a flexible software that allows direct negotiation and supports the inclusion of a mediator or an arbitrator. Modria is “modular” in that companies and courts can adapt the ODR software for disputes, including business to consumer, employee complaints, small claims, family conflicts, traffic disputes, and more. While OArb is not its main functionality, the program allows for a neutral to make a final determination.

4. Matterhorn

Matterhorn is another company that provides ODR mainly within the courts. Matterhorn is capable of handling disputes such as small claims cases, family court compliance, traffic court, civil infractions, and misdemeanors. For small claims disputes, Matterhorn allows online negotiation between parties, as well as mediation or arbitration by an appointed third party. It is generally connected to traditional court proceedings. The program is highly streamlined and especially effective to facilitating easy payment of fines, as well as OArb where appropriate.

5. FairClaims

In contrast, FairClaims is an ODR provider that focuses on OArb. The process involves the claimant signing in and providing information about the dispute and the other party. FairClaims then contacts the other party and requests that they upload
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all documentary evidence. After all parties agree on a date and
time, a hearing is held which consists of a thirty-minute telephone
call or video chat.138 During the hearing, each side has a brief op-
portunity to state their case, and then the arbitrator will ask spe-
cific questions to both sides based on the statements and
evidence.139 At the conclusion of the hearing, the arbitrator may
ask for additional evidence from either or both parties, who will
then have four days to upload the additional evidence.140 The arbi-
trator will render a decision within eight days of the hearing, and if
an award of payment is granted, it must be made within fourteen
days.141 FairClaims handles any claim that would otherwise be ad-
judicated in small claims court, including loan payments, service
contracts, and security deposits.142

6. FORUM

Another ODR provider that focuses on OArb is FORUM. This
provider specializes in “[b]usiness-to-[b]usiness,
[e]mployment, [f]ranchise, [i]ntellectual [p]roperty” and domain
name dispute resolution.143 The process again requires the claim-
ant to file a claim using FORUM’s online portal.144 FORUM then
appoints an arbitrator or panel of arbitrators who handles schedul-
ing hearings and ultimately makes a binding ruling issuing an
award, which can be entered in any court of competent jurisdic-
tion.145 Preliminary scheduling hearings can be conducted via tele-
phone, online, email, or in person, depending on the parties’ agreement.146 Many cases are handled solely on the documents,
meaning that the parties do not attend hearings in the case.147 Par-

138 Id.
139 Id.
140 Id.
141 Id.
142 What Types of Cases Does FairClaims Handle?, FAIRCLAIMS (May 20, 2020) https://fair-
claimshelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/230918147-What-types-of-cases-does-FairClaims-hand-
dle.-.
(last visited June 6, 2020) [hereinafter Business-to-Business Arbitration]. Employment and intel-
lectual property arbitration seem to be handled through a very similar set of rules and proce-
(last visited June 6, 2020); see also Intellectual Property (IP) Arbitration, FORUM,
146 FORUM, CODE OF PROCEDURE FOR RESOLVING BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS DISPUTES 45,
147 Id. at 17, 80.
ticipatory hearings are typically reserved for larger claims, and parties retain power to decide if these hearings are conducted by telephone, videoconference, or in person.\textsuperscript{148}

7. ARS

Another example of an OArb provider is Arbitration Resolution Services (ARS). This provider offers online arbitration services for both business-to-individual and business-to-business disputes.\textsuperscript{149} The process is much the same as the prior providers noted, with all documents handled through an online portal.\textsuperscript{150} ARS assigns a neutral arbitrator who reviews the evidence, communicates with the parties, and renders a binding decision.\textsuperscript{151} The business-to-business arbitration service is limited to agreements under U.S. law.\textsuperscript{152} The decisions can be appealed through ARS, again online.\textsuperscript{153} As is usual with arbitration, parties may enforce awards by having them entered as court judgments under the FAA.\textsuperscript{154}

With respect to procedure, ARS arbitrators usually decide cases on the documents, without a formal hearing.\textsuperscript{155} This means that after the parties upload their documents and other discovery materials through the online document portal, the matter is referred to an arbitrator who renders a decision without hearing from the parties directly.\textsuperscript{156} However, parties who wish to have a formal hearing can give notice of such intent at least three weeks prior to the scheduled hearing date and receive a formal hearing either via telephone or videoconferencing software.\textsuperscript{157} The goal is to further efficiency and fairness in a flexible manner, which is a hallmark of OArb.\textsuperscript{158}

\textsuperscript{148} Id. at 17–18.
\textsuperscript{149} Alternative Dispute Resolution through Online Arbitration and Mediation, Arb. Resol. Serv., https://www.arbresolutions.com/about/ (last visited June 6, 2020).
\textsuperscript{151} Id.
\textsuperscript{153} Id.
\textsuperscript{154} Id.
\textsuperscript{155} Id.
\textsuperscript{156} Id.
\textsuperscript{157} Id.
\textsuperscript{158} Rules & Regulations, supra note 152.
ARBITRATION IN THE AGE OF COVID

B. Institutionalization of OArb

As OArb evolves, it has become among the offerings of traditional dispute resolution institutions, such as the American Arbitration Association ("AAA"), the Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Service ("JAMS"), and the International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution ("CPR"). All of these organizations have long histories of offering in-person arbitration, but they are now offering virtual hearings and allowing for OArb. Notably, this new institutionalization of OArb focuses mainly on virtual hearings, while the prior OArb providers mainly utilize text-based dispute resolution processes. Indeed, the pandemic has raised the appetite for virtual hearings within the spectrum of traditional ODR offerings.

1. AAA

For example, the AAA offers a secure portal for parties to disputes to file claims, upload and manage their claim-related documents and files, schedule case-specific tasks, and view and rank potential arbitrators for selection. It offers a similar portal for arbitrators to access and manage their cases and review related files and documents. In addition, the AAA offers an online arbitration clause-building tool called ClauseBuilder.

Traditionally, AAA hearings have been in-person with occasional use of video. However, the AAA has moved quickly in the wake of the pandemic to build and fortify its virtual hearing capacity and guidance. The AAA's virtual hearing guide for arbitrators and parties provides tips for people using videoconferencing software to conduct arbitrations. Tips include using a service, such as Zoom, that allows for private meetings protected by a password and to enable "waiting rooms" to allow the administrator to monitor who joins the meeting.

160 Id.
161 Id.
164 Id.
Security remains paramount for OArb. The AAA’s panelist resource guide emphasizes that any software used for virtual hearings must have security features to safeguard the confidentiality of the process. The software must also provide the capability to sequester witnesses during proceedings. Further, if the parties decide to record the proceedings, the arbitrator or platform manager should store the file behind encrypted cloud storage and be careful when giving parties power to download and store the file for themselves. This AAA guide also warns arbitrators to ensure that all involved parties feel comfortable in using the technology so that all parties have a fair and equal right of access to an online hearing. Additionally, the AAA suggests that parties practice with the software before an online hearing, use stable connections, and have a backup plan in place if the technology fails.

Through AAA’s website, you can also access an online arbitration portal for the State of New York’s no-fault auto-insurance claims website. This ODR portal is powered by Modria’s online dispute resolution software, although it is administered by the AAA. This software allows users to upload and manage their documents, make settlement offers with their insurance companies, and negotiate a dispute. Parties are also able to make or receive payments and submit New York’s arbitration request form, AR-1, all online.

2. JAMS

Similarly, JAMS also offers a variety of teleconferencing and videoconferencing options to assist in arbitration, including Microsoft Teams, Skype, GoToMeeting, and WebEx; their website encourages the use of Zoom in both arbitration and mediation. JAMS also offers a checklist for the process that includes guidelines for preparing for the session, technical requirements, and an
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explanation of how the process works.\textsuperscript{174} To prepare, parties need to agree to arbitrate online, determine how and where they will access the videoconference, and determine what documents they will share with the arbitrator.\textsuperscript{175} The actual arbitration hearing consists of the arbitrator sending a Zoom meeting invitation to the parties and then proceeding with a normal arbitration, with special precautions for safety and security due to the use of an online communication mechanism.\textsuperscript{176}

3. CPR

Finally, CPR offers an array of arbitration services available to clients online.\textsuperscript{177} They offer full-service administered arbitration that proceeds according to rules created by CPR.\textsuperscript{178} CPR provides a list of experienced arbitrators to the parties, who are in control of selecting the arbitrator or panel of arbitrators, unless all parties agree to CPR appointing the arbitrator.\textsuperscript{179} Arbitrations with CPR have traditionally been in-person hearings, especially perhaps because many claims involve disputes that may be worth upwards of $500 million.\textsuperscript{180}

However, CPR's administered arbitration rules allow the arbitrator to conduct the arbitration in such a manner as he or she shall deem appropriate, which includes online mechanisms.\textsuperscript{181} It is therefore no surprise that in the wake of the pandemic, CPR has offered online training sessions to help neutrals and advocates learn how to use Zoom to effectively arbitrate online.\textsuperscript{182} CPR also released an annotated model procedural order for remote video arbitration proceedings: A guide for anyone interested in con-

\textsuperscript{174} Id.
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ducting a remote arbitration proceeding. The order also provides instructions for security requirements for any potential video software being used, as well as desirable features of software. This document also states that arbitrators should run a test or orientation session before the formal hearing and provides guidelines for what to do if software or equipment is not functioning properly. Further, it provides guidelines, or proposed policies, on (1) an arbitration agreement; and (2) how to conduct the proceedings, including document examinations, witness examinations, and swearing in of witnesses.

4. Ad Hoc

At the same time, and along with institutions’ adoption of OArb, ad hoc arbitrators are also using virtual hearings—especially in the wake of the pandemic. Many arbitrators are using Zoom, although they must be careful with privacy and protocols. The arbitration package should be emailed to the arbitrator and other parties before the hearing, and attorneys should talk to their clients about its substance and how the videoconference will be conducted. It is important to be attentive to professionalism with clothes, video background, and use of “waiting rooms” and passwords to safeguard privacy. Lawyers may be resistant to change, but the popularity and efficiency of virtual conferencing probably means people will continue to use it even after the pandemic is over. The option of having witnesses, clients, and adjusters appearing remotely reduces travel time and the likelihood of cancellations in general, which will continue to prove important as litigants aim to save money and courts face backlogs.
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IV. New Questions for OArb

The benefits of OArb are great, and there is no question that we will see more OArb and virtual hearings as the pandemic continues. We will also see a continued interest in OArb and virtual hearings after the pandemic subsides, as many have become accustomed to the time, cost, and “stress” savings of avoiding travel and in-person meetings.193 At the same time, the law around the FAA continues to call for enforcement of arbitration agreements and awards on an individualized basis, even in employment and consumer cases.194 It is nonetheless unclear where the law will land with respect to a need for specific consent for virtual hearings, allowance for third party discovery in virtual hearings, or the possibility for class arbitration online. Meanwhile, the usual concerns regarding ODR security, neutrality, training, and technological and other resource imbalances remain important. Policymakers, OArb providers, and other stakeholders should be cognizant of how legal and policy developments impact OArb and stand ready to champion policies that promote fairness and establish best practices.195

A. Enforcement of OArb Agreements and Awards

The FAA provides for enforcement of arbitration agreements and awards. It does not speak to virtual arbitration, as the idea would have been inconceivable at the time of the Act’s passage in

193 The same has been true with the use of Zoom and similar platforms to foster work-from-home. Katherine Guyot & Isabel V. Sawhill, Telecommuting will likely continue long after the pandemic, BROOKINGS (Apr. 6, 2020), https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2020/04/06/telecommuting-will-likely-continue-long-after-the-pandemic/ (noting that 1 in 5 chief financial officers surveyed in spring 2020 said they planned to keep at least 20% of their workforce working remotely to cut costs); Maria Cramer & Mihir Zaveri, What if You Don’t Want to Go Back to the Office?, N.Y. TIMES (May 31, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/05/business/pandemic-work-from-home-coronavirus.html (a Gallup poll found a majority of adults working from home in the U.S. would prefer to continue working from home as much as possible after the pandemic). But see Greg Rosalsky, COVID-19 Forces More People to Work from Home. How’s it Going?, NPR (May 8, 2020, 5:04 AM), https://www.npr.org/2020/05/08/852527736/covid-19-forces-more-people-to-work-from-home-hows-it-going (noting that according to the Society of Human Resource Management, over 70% of employers report struggles with shifting to remote work).

194 See supra text accompanying notes 53-62.

1925. Nonetheless, most have endorsed the enforcement of electronically created agreements and electronically submitted awards.\textsuperscript{196} Indeed, parties continually click accept and become subject to arbitration agreements.\textsuperscript{197} Courts have said that an electronic click can signify acceptance of a contract, and there is nothing inherently offensive about a web-based contract.\textsuperscript{198} An agreement to arbitrate exists in a web contract where the notice of the arbitration provision was reasonably conspicuous, which is not a very high bar.\textsuperscript{199} This is fortified by the E-Sign act, which “prohibits any interpretation of the FAA’s ‘written provision’ requirement that would preclude giving legal effect to an agreement solely on the basis that it was in electronic form.”\textsuperscript{200}

That does not mean that concern for consent is thrown out the window. Contract law still governs whether one has consented to arbitration. For example, it was not enough in \textit{Campbell v. General Dynamics Government System Corp.} that a company stuffed an arbitration agreement in a mass email, where the message did not put the employees on sufficient notice that they were bound by arbitration simply by receiving an email.\textsuperscript{201} In contrast, courts have held that an employer binds an employee to arbitration where there is evidence that the employee logged into an online HR system with a unique login/password and pressed “accept” on the agreement.\textsuperscript{202} These cases confirm caselaw enforcing “click-wrap” e-contracts that require one to affirmatively “click” on an “accept” button.

 Nonetheless, these cases do not address enforcement of OArb per se. They simply speak to enforcement of arbitration e-contracts. Still, most surmise that courts would enforce OArb, with limits.\textsuperscript{203} This would comport with jurisprudence comparing arbitration agreements to forum-selection clauses.\textsuperscript{204} The U.S. Supreme Court in \textit{Scherk v. Alberto-Culver Co.} stated “an agreement to arbitrate before a specified tribunal is, in effect, a specialized
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\item \textsuperscript{197} Meyer v. Uber Tech., Inc., 868 F.3d 66, 67–71 (2d Cir. 2017).
\item \textsuperscript{198} \textit{Id.} at 75.
\item \textsuperscript{199} \textit{Id.} at 76.
\item \textsuperscript{200} Campbell v. Gen. Dynamics Gov’t Sys. Corp., 407 F.3d 546, 547–79 (1st Cir. 2005).
\item \textsuperscript{201} \textit{Id.} at 559.
\item \textsuperscript{202} Holmes v. Air Liquide USA LLC, 2012 WL 267194, at *2–3 (S.D. Tex. 2012), aff’d, 498 Fed. Appx. 405 (5th Cir. 2012). \textit{See also}, In re Holl, 925 F.3d 1076 (9th Cir. 2019) (enforcing an arbitration clause in an e-contract).
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kind of forum-selection clause." Furthermore, most courts otherwise enforce forum-selection clauses in arbitration, even if it is inefficient, thereby placing contractual freedom at the forefront. Indeed, courts have enforced arbitration agreements that require a party to travel far from home, arguably supporting the notion that moving arbitration online simply moves the venue for the hearing. Still, as the next section notes, assent remains an essential element of an enforceable arbitration agreement under the FAA, and questions remain as to whether an agreement to arbitration includes assent to an online hearing.

In sum, the law has developed in directions suggesting that electronically created arbitration agreements and awards are enforceable under the FAA and the E-Sign Act. The law has accepted transactions' move online, along with our burgeoning virtual marketplace. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that mediation legislation has begun to embrace online mediation throughout the world, especially in the wake of the pandemic. We live in an age of an arguable *lex virtualtoria*, which embraces online transactions. Nonetheless, that is not to say that this embrace is limitless.

**B. Consideration of Contract Defenses**

Introducing technology into arbitration contracting and proceedings is not itself offensive under the FAA and E-Sign Act. Nonetheless, a precondition to application of the FAA is an enforceable arbitration contract complete with offer, acceptance, and consideration. Accordingly, one may ask whether parties to an arbitration agreement have assented to online hearings simply by
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agreeing to “arbitration” in their contract. Does such blanket assent to “arbitration” include agreement to online hearings? For example, one can envision that a party bound to a pre-dispute arbitration clause in a form contract could resist O Arb, arguing that they agreed to the traditional notion of in-person arbitration, but not online arbitration.

This question of assent emanates from a recent National Arbitration Academy (“NAA”) Opinion. On April 1, 2020, the NAA issued Advisory Opinion No. 26 regarding whether an arbitrator may order a video hearing over a party’s objection. The NAA found that the need to “provide a fair and adequate hearing” and to “provide effective service to the parties” would allow an arbitrator to issue such an order without mutual consent in certain extraordinary circumstances. For example, it may be proper for an arbitrator to order virtual hearings over a party’s objection where the “hearing has been postponed previously, a party in opposition is non-responsive or declines to provide a reasonable explanation, and/or the case involves continuing liability or time-sensitive matters.”

The NAA advisory opinion stresses that before issuing such an order, an arbitrator should be confident that he or she, as well as the parties and counsel, are familiar with the video platform to be used. Still, the opinion says that if one party does not agree to a virtual hearing, the arbitrator or panel may order that the hearing be conducted via videoconference, provided it will give the parties “a fair and reasonable opportunity to present their case and will allow the hearing to move forward on the dates previously scheduled.”

Again, that brings us back to whether the original agreement to “arbitration” would support this action. A court could find that assent is lacking because “arbitration” and online arbitration are fundamentally different, or it could conclude that movement of the forum from in-person to online is nothing more than a change of venue that is enforceable as long as it does not deny reasonable
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access to an adequate hearing in the arbitrators’ judgment. With these questions unresolved, it seems that online proceedings per the NAA opinion, without assent of both parties, could make an award vulnerable to challenge.

At the same time, unconscionability remains a viable defense to enforcement of an arbitration agreement where procedural and substantive unconscionability exist. Procedural unconscionability may exist where a party has no choice but to accept online arbitration, and substantive unconscionability could be an issue if the agreement unfairly narrows the online platform or allows for mischief around arbitrator selection. Such a finding would depend on the facts and circumstances and the parties’ reasonable access to technology.

At the time of this article, the caselaw around online arbitration is lacking. However, cases are starting to appear. In *Legaspy v. Fin. Indus. Reg. Auth., Inc.*, Legaspy asked for a temporary restraining order and injunctive relief against FINRA to stop them from holding a virtual arbitration hearing, and the district court denied his motions. The parties signed an agreement saying that the hearing would be held at a time and place designated by the director of FINRA, and that it would be conducted in accordance with FINRA’s Code of Arbitration Procedure. The arbitration was scheduled on August 17, 2020 in Florida, but because of COVID-19, FINRA told the parties on June 23, 2020 that the hearing was canceled and would be either rescheduled or held electronically (through Zoom or telephone conference). Legaspy argued that the proceedings would be difficult and irregular, especially because the other parties need an interpreter (they are from Argentina) and the cost will exceed his insurance coverage.

Nonetheless, the court found that the parties agreed to abide by FINRA rules, which allow for remote hearings and the power to decide the propriety of remote hearings in each case. Accordingly, the court rejected Legaspy’s arguments that “attending a hearing” meant it had to be in person, and Legaspy did not provide evidence to show why he could not present an effective defense over Zoom.
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It is not enough that Zoom may be "clunkier than in-person hearings," as this does not prevent parties from presenting defenses.\^2\^\textsuperscript{21}

Similarly, in In re Online Travel Co., the court held that an arbitration agreement requiring non-class arbitration was enforceable, noting that the clause also prohibited in-person arbitration without the company's permission.\^2\^\textsuperscript{22} Notably, the court did not have to directly address the issue of in-person hearings because the company agreed post-dispute to arbitrate in person, but the opinion seems to endorse the idea that arbitration "forum" provisions, including elimination of in-person hearings, are prima facie valid and should be enforced unless they are unreasonable.\^2\^\textsuperscript{23}

Still, even using the forum selection analogy, an arbitration clause calling for a virtual "location" could be unreasonable where a party lacks access to required technology.\^2\^\textsuperscript{24} In Nagrampa v. MailCoups, Inc., the Ninth Circuit ruled that the arbitration agreement’s forum selection clause was unconscionable because it was a part of a contract of adhesion, and the place and manner were unduly oppressive.\^2\^\textsuperscript{25} In particular, the claimant would have had to travel to Boston, Massachusetts from California, which would have been unduly oppressive and harsh considering the circumstances of the parties.\^2\^\textsuperscript{26} Again, the court did not deny that forum selection clauses are generally valid, but a forum is unreasonable where it would be unduly oppressive or shield the stronger party from liability.\^2\^\textsuperscript{27} Accordingly, it would be unreasonable to force a party to arbitrate online where the party lacked access to and/or comfort with the required technologies.

Some also argue that states may be able to limit enforcement of online arbitration if they do not single arbitration out for special treatment.\^2\^\textsuperscript{28} The state would have to promulgate the rule as a

\^2\^\textsuperscript{21} Id. at 4.
\^2\^\textsuperscript{22} 953 F. Supp. 2d 713, 723 (N.D. Tex. 2013).
\^2\^\textsuperscript{23} Id. at 720–24. The court notes that the prohibition of live appearances at arbitration was essentially "mooted" because Travelocity agreed to submit to in-person arbitration, but the comparison to forum selection clauses seems apt and suggests that they may view online as just another forum. Again, the court did not directly address this issue, but it warrants noting, especially due to the void one finds in seeking cases dealing with online arbitration.
\^2\^\textsuperscript{24} Gerbitz, supra note 196, at 27.
\^2\^\textsuperscript{25} 469 F.3d 1257, 1293 (9th Cir. 2006).
\^2\^\textsuperscript{26} Id.
\^2\^\textsuperscript{27} Id.
\^2\^\textsuperscript{28} Gerbitz, supra note 196, at 31–32. For example, a Montana statute that limits forum-selection clauses that call for a forum outside Montana has survived FAA preemption, and could even be taken to prohibit online arbitration if one of the parties accesses a platform outside of the state.
state policy against virtual hearings in general—in court or in arbitration. Such a uniformly and generically applied rule would comport with decisions allowing for such blanket "procedural" rules. However, such a ban on virtual hearings of all types would be a surprising move, as the pandemic has moved many courts to use virtual hearings. Moreover, allowing online court and arbitration hearings has been a means for generally expanding access to remedies, for all of the reasons noted above and discussed in prior works.  

C. Discovery from Third Parties

The Managed Care Advisory Group case noted above raises important questions regarding discovery by third parties in virtual hearings. The circuit split regarding the interpretation of FAA § 7 may reach the Supreme Court, as district courts struggle with questions surrounding third-party discovery under the FAA. As the above discussion demonstrates, there are different ways to read § 7 with respect to virtual hearings: (1) literally as "before them" was understood in 1925; or (2) functionally as it would comport with modern times and understandings of "attend" given the virtual world we have seemingly embraced. As the court in Managed Care Advisory Group highlighted, the plain letter of the statute empowers arbitrators' power to "summon in writing any person to attend before them or any of them as a witness and in a proper case to bring with him or them any book, record, document, or paper which may be deemed material as evidence in the case." In 1925, this would have only given power to order third party witnesses to attend physically, not virtually.

With this reading, § 7 does not allow for third party discovery, testimony, or documents in OArb where there are no in-person hearings. This creates a real issue for any party who will need testimony or documents from third parties, whether they are using one of the OArb providers above or simply incorporating Zoom or another virtual hearing format into their proceedings. Taken further,


this means that all the arbitrations during a lockdown in the pandemic must strictly rely on party-to-party evidence, or wait until they can be in person in those jurisdictions following Managed Care Advisory Group. Again, arbitration contracts providing for hearings, depositions, other pre-hearing discovery by video, have no bearing on non-parties to the arbitration agreement.

Such a 1925 reading of § 7 seems to comport with the U.S. Supreme Court’s reasoning in New Prime Inc. The Court under New Prime Inc. read “contracts of employment” as it would be understood in 1925 when Congress passed the FAA. Accordingly, the Court read the term to include independent contractors, as well as workers in traditional employment relationships with their employers. This temporal, literal reading of the FAA provides a signal that the Supreme Court may decide the circuit split in line with Managed Care Advisory Group.

That said, one could read New Prime Inc. as supporting a functional reading of the FAA, in that the “function” of the word “workers” would include regular employees and independent contractors in 1925. Accordingly, the intent is to exclude all of these workers’ contracts from the FAA. Similarly, one could argue that the Court will read “attend before them” to allow arbitrators to order testimony in online hearings because video conferencing allows for meaningful “attendance”—which is what the FAA drafters intended per § 7. Arguably, Congress would have endorsed the power to subpoena video testimony, if video conferencing existed in 1925, in order to promote efficient dispute resolution, which lies at the heart of the FAA.

Furthermore, other recent U.S. Supreme Court pronouncements are quite “pro arbitration,” indicating a willingness to expand the scope of FAA enforcement. This would suggest that the Court would read § 7 to allow for broader discovery to promote arbitration’s functionality. As noted above, most circuits have not addressed the question of virtual hearings specifically. The circuits, other than the Eleventh, weighing in on the application of § 7 have mainly focused on whether the FAA allows for pre-hearing discovery by third parties. Again, the Eighth Circuit has specifically adopted a more functional reading of § 7 in stating that the FAA allows for pre-hearing discovery. The court used ideas reso-

232 Id. at 536.
233 In re Sec. Life Ins. Co. of Am., 228 F.3d 870-71 (As noted above, the circuit court held that “implicit in the arbitration panel’s power to subpoena relevant documents for production at
nating from the Supreme Court's pro-efficiency and pro-enforce-
ment jurisprudence in finding that allowing pre-hearing discovery
would further efficient resolution of disputes, thus promoting
arbitration.\textsuperscript{234}

As noted above, the court in \textit{Moyett v. Lugo-Sanchez} also
adopted this functional reading of § 7 wherein it found that the
arbitrators still "sat" in Puerto Rico, even if by video, for the pur-
pose of the hearings. This meant that the district court had the
authority to enforce third-party subpoenas under the FAA. The
court recognized that video hearings replicate in-person hearings
and provide the same functions in arbitration proceedings. This
seems especially logical in the wake of the pandemic, as proceed-
ings have moved online en masse.

Again, parties to the arbitration agreement may allow for
OArb and virtual hearings under their agreements, and most arbi-
tral institutions allow for virtual hearings, as noted above. How-
ever, one must rely on a statute, namely § 7, to get the court to
order testimony and/or documents \textit{from third parties}. Accordingly,
this will be an important issue going forward, and it would be wise
for courts to read § 7 functionally in order to promote efficient dis-
pute resolution. The \textit{Managed Care} reading would render OArb
impractical in many cases, as third-party discovery is often impor-
tant. Furthermore, it seems unwise for courts to embrace Luddite
statutory interpretation at a time when a pandemic has escalated a
rush toward virtual proceedings in court and out.

\textbf{D. Addressing Class Claims}

As noted above, recent Supreme Court pronouncements have
affirmed enforcement of arbitration clauses that cut off access to a
class action in court. The Court also has disavowed class arbitra-
tion, making it only available where parties clearly allow for class
arbitration in their contract. Per \textit{Lamps Plus, Inc.}, it is not suffi-
cient that an arbitration agreement is silent or ambiguous on the
issue.\textsuperscript{235} Moreover, the view emanating from Supreme Court opin-
ions suggests that the idea of class arbitration would thwart the
efficiency of arbitration. In sum, Supreme Court jurisprudence

\textsuperscript{234} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{235} \textit{Lamps Plus, Inc. v. Varela}, 139 S. Ct. 1407, 1412 (2019).
clears the path for companies to use arbitration clauses to cut off access to any sort of class proceedings, in court or arbitration.

At the same time, in-person arbitration is problematic for consumers and employees, which is why many critique pre-dispute arbitration clauses in these contexts. When consumers’ only means to a remedy is in-person arbitration, they often forego remedies if the cost to arbitrate is too high when compared to the likely award. In fact, despite the prevalence of arbitration clauses in consumer contracts, not many consumers have pursued arbitration over the past ten years. Recently, researchers investigated data on single-file arbitrations from the AAA database within the last five years. They found that the numbers of consumer claims were small. Limited spikes in claims only appeared in relatively rare cases where lawyers brought multiple actions on similar claims—thus incentivizing respondents to settle these individual claims as a class.

OArb adds a new wrinkle with respect to criticisms regarding arbitration clauses’ power to cut off access to class actions. OArb arguably makes it easier to have individualized arbitrations at a low cost, thereby making it more palatable in some cases to eliminate access to class proceedings. In other words, OArb provides a response to the continued enforceability of class action waiver clauses by giving individuals a low-cost means for obtaining an evaluative determination on the merits of their claims. Furthermore, OArb has enforcement “teeth” because the FAA’s enforcement procedures give parties access to remedies from final determinations.

Allowing for virtual hearings in arbitration may also benefit companies. Mass filing tactics used by plaintiffs’ attorneys have overwhelmed some companies, forcing them to face the costs of defending many in-person arbitrations. This has arguably happened with mass arbitrations against Uber, Lyft, and Chipotle. For example, over 12,000 Uber drivers filed arbitration claims
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239 See generally id. It was also in these cases that consumers had a better chance of success.
240 See Schmitz & Rule, supra note 17, at 100–87.
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against Uber in August 2018; it would have cost more than $18.7 million for Uber to participate in all of the arbitration proceedings.243 These mass individual filings have become a strategy attorneys may employ to incentivize a settlement.244 Accordingly, companies may welcome OArb as a more efficient and less costly means for addressing such mass filings.

Claims management companies have already learned that use of technology promotes efficient resolution of mass claims. For example, a claims management company may use online forms and virtual hearings to determine how much each claimant should get from a class settlement. On April 16, 2020, the Federal Court of Australia denied Ford’s request to adjourn proceedings until in-person hearings were possible under Capic v. Ford Motor Company of Australia Ltd.245 The Court decided that in order to provide consumers with access to remedies during the pandemic, they would use virtual video hearings for determining individual payouts. This would further the interest of efficiency for the courts as well, given that courts would face a daunting backlog if they continually delayed until the pandemic ends.246 The courts nonetheless acknowledged that there may be cases where technological difficulties provide a valid reason for rescheduling the hearings.247

Setting aside efficiency and cost benefits of OArb, valid reasons remain for class actions in court. Class actions shed public light on company misdeeds and issues of health and safety, which allows citizens to act as private attorneys general. Nonetheless, claimants often simply want a remedy and are less concerned with fulfilling this function, especially where it means that attorneys’ fees may dilute individual payouts. With online platforms, individuals can easily file claims, execute agreements, upload documents regarding their individual claims, and stay informed with updates on their cases.248 Online databases also allow the use of key word
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searches, which, if made public, could assist with transparency around consumer remedies. Furthermore, ODR developers will continue to devise ways for incorporating AI into OArb systems in order to simplify claims resolution and further boost its efficiency and cost-savings benefits.249

Again, it is more than virtual hearings that we should consider as arbitration moves online. The pandemic may have caused arbitrations to move online more quickly than expected, but this momentum is likely to continue as attorneys, arbitrators, and clients see the efficiencies of OArb. Using technology from the outset is significantly faster and more cost efficient than traditional methods used in class actions to evaluate and process individual claims.250

Of course, that does not mean that ODR should be the only door to remedies. Instead, this Article merely suggests consideration of how OArb may have special importance for opening access to remedies. An employee forced into individualized arbitration may well prefer the lower costs and time involved in OArb as compared with in-person arbitration, which often involves travel and time off work and away from family. Moreover, companies and employers may beg for consolidations and class-wide settlements when plaintiffs' counsel files hundreds of individual arbitration claims against them.251

Nonetheless, concerns remain with respect to the loss of class actions due to arbitration agreements, especially in consumer and employment cases. This may undermine the enforcement of statutory consumer protections and other public rights. For example, enforcement of arbitration clauses has stopped class actions on consumer claims under the Truth in Lending Act in the U.S.252 Likewise, class actions are important for protecting employees' rights, especially in discrimination and harassment claims.

249 Id. at 50–75. Shareholder cases provide an example of a case for electronic claims management. A sophisticated OArb platform can utilize multivariate statistical methods to determine an inflated price, for example, as well as market factors that may have had an impact in determining damages with respect to shareholder claims. The Merck shareholder settlement included an online platform with mathematical tables, enabling shareholders to calculate their estimated losses. Visa and Mastercard also utilized computer-based processing in their recent settlement for charging excessive fees. See also Amy J. Schmitz, Addressing the Class Claim Conundrum with Online Dispute Resolution, 2020 J. Disp. Resol. 361 (2020).

250 Schmitz, supra note 249.

251 Id.

252 Green Tree Fin. Corp.-Ala. v. Randolph, 531 U.S. 79, 91–92 (2000) (finding that although Randolph had provided information regarding high AAA arbitration fees and costs, it was not clear that she could not pay them).
For these reasons, OArb should be more transparent. In other words, short of federal legislation to reverse the trend enforcing pre-dispute arbitration clauses in consumer and employment cases, policies could at least promote transparency with respect to arbitration. For example, an OArb system could include a "trip wire mechanism" that would alert regulators about recurring claims regarding a particular product or employer, especially where health or safety are at risk. This could "trip" public alerts and promote public awareness about a danger that may otherwise remain private without public action in the courts. The trip wire mechanism also would benefit regulators by helping them determine when to pursue enforcement actions, thus addressing under-enforcement of statutory and other public policy claims like that which has arguably occurred in the U.S. It also would augment efficiency by saving regulators the time and costs of launching broad investigations to learn about issues that may otherwise remain secret due to privatized processes.

In sum, the Supreme Court has signaled approval of arbitration clauses' power to cut off access to class actions in court, while disapproving of class arbitration procedures. This is problematic for individuals with low-dollar claims who need to join forces in order to make it worthwhile to pursue in-person proceedings. OArb becomes important in these circumstances because it adds a new door to remedies that may please all parties by allowing individuals to access remedies without the cost and time of in-person proceedings and saving companies from the notorious fears of class proceedings. Nonetheless, ideas like adding a "trip wire" for repeated claims could help provide transparency around public policy issues.

E. Continued Vigilance Regarding the Digital Divide

OArb, and ODR more generally, empower marginalized groups by easing some of the social and power pressures of in-person communications. This is especially true for individuals who fear stereotypes or biases based on appearance, voice, or accent.253 Although social media is notoriously inflammatory and divisive, the fact remains that some individuals are less adversarial through

e-mail than in-person because asynchronous communications give them time to digest thoughts and dissipate anger before replying. Nonetheless, a "digital divide" persists in terms of consumers' differential access to technology and the Internet. Income, age, and educational attainment remain considerable barriers to the use of technology, although smartphones have narrowed this divide with respect to race and ethnicity. This has become apparent in the wake of the pandemic, as families without adequate access to the Internet struggled to educate their children. Pew Charitable Trust reported that one in five parents with schoolchildren at home say it is very or somewhat likely their children will not be able to complete their work because of lack of access to a computer or Internet. Families reported having to use public Wi-Fi because they do not have Internet at home. Indeed, the pandemic has shined a light on technological disparity.


Suzanne Woolley et al., U.S. Schools Trying to Teach Online Highlight a Digital Divide, BLOOMBERG (Mar. 26, 2020, 7:00 AM), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-26/covid-19-school-closures-reveal-disparity-in-access-to-internet (noting that NYC has an estimated 300,000 students without access to electronics); Carrie Jung, Without Internet Access, Students and Teachers In Rural Areas Struggle To Keep Up, NPR (May 23, 2020, 5:17 PM), https://www.npr.org/2020/05/23/861577381/without-internet-access-students-and-teachers-in-rural-areas-struggle-to-keep-up (noting deficiencies for children in some rural communities); Lara Fishbane & Adie Tomer, As classes move online during COVID-19, what are disconnected students to do?, BROOKINGS (Mar. 20, 2020), https://www.brookings.edu/blog/the-avenue/2020/03/20/as-classes-move-online-during-covid-19-what-are-disconnected-students-to-do/ (citing data in Internet disparities, suggesting that there are challenges faced by low-income students and their families).


Id. About one in three parents say that it is at least somewhat likely their children will have to do work on a cellphone (the likelihood increases for lower income families). Rural and urban children are more likely than suburban children to struggle with schoolwork because of lack of digital resources.

Dana Goldstein, The Class Divide: Remote Learning at 2 Schools, Private and Public, N.Y. TIMES (June 5, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/09/us/coronavirus-public-private-school.html. Students at private schools have had extra lessons via Zoom and resources sent to them, while there is less access to these resources at the public schools. This will have deep impacts on educational gaps overall.
The Internet has become a necessity, with Pew Research Center reporting in 2019 that 90% of U.S. adults used the Internet.\(^{260}\) This included 73% of adults over 65, versus 97% of adults 30–49 and 100% of adults 18–29.\(^{261}\) Accordingly, age remains a factor in differential use of the Internet. The 2019 study also showed that 92% of white people used the Internet, versus 85% of Black and 86% of Hispanic people. Race therefore also remains a differentiating factor.\(^{262}\) Income also remains an issue, as 98% of U.S. adults making over $75,000 used the Internet, in contrast with 82% of adults making less than $30,000.\(^{263}\)

How one accesses the Internet is important when it comes to OArb, as those with broadband access on a computer often enjoy more facility with the process because it is generally easier for them to upload documents and engage with the proceedings. This is important in light of differentials within in-home broadband.\(^{264}\) Pew reported that as of February 2019, 73% of U.S. adults were home broadband users.\(^{265}\) However, only 59% of U.S. adults over 65 years old had home broadband, versus 79% of adults ages 50–64, 77% of adults ages 30–49, and 77% of adults ages 18–29.\(^{266}\) Additionally, 79% of white U.S. adults had home broadband versus 66% of Black and 61% of Hispanic adults.\(^{267}\) The largest differentiating factor is nonetheless economics, as 92% of U.S. adults making over $75,000 a year had home broadband, while only 56% of adults making less than $30,000 enjoyed the same home access.\(^{268}\)

These numbers solidify the growing share of U.S. adults who use smartphones as their primary means of online access. The Pew Research Center reports that in 2019, 17% of U.S. adults are smartphone-only Internet users (meaning they use a smartphone, but do not have home broadband).\(^{269}\) Importantly, this segment is made up of individuals who disproportionately self-identify as non-
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white and lower income.\textsuperscript{270} In 2019, 12\% of white U.S. adults did not have home broadband, compared with 23\% of Black and 25\% of Hispanic adults.\textsuperscript{271} At the same time, 6\% of U.S. adults making over $75,000 per year were smartphone-dependent, compared with 26\% of adults making less than $30,000.\textsuperscript{272} Furthermore, only about 60\% of people on Tribal lands have access to broadband Internet.\textsuperscript{273}

The overall statistics indicate growing reliance on the Internet coupled with expanding reliance on mobile access.\textsuperscript{274} This means that processes like OArb and other forms of ODR must be mobile friendly to ensure equal access.\textsuperscript{275} Smartphones have helped narrow the digital divide among races and ethnicities, but a divide continues with respect to broadband access. Furthermore, policymakers and businesses must continue to work together to address the continuing divide based on age and education and consider ways to expand Internet access and education programs for vulnerable groups.\textsuperscript{276}

Any use of virtual hearings should ensure parties have access to legal representation and ensure attorneys can participate fully with their clients. Administrators must also remain available to assist with technical issues, answer questions regarding arbitration procedures, and refer self-represented litigants to low-cost or free legal services. This could be developed with input from relevant stakeholders, such as legal aid organizations and private bar associations, to maximize engagement. The best OArb practices, es-
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especially when connected with the court, must also include access to “kiosks” with free Wi-Fi for filing and managing OArb claims, along with human “helpers” to assist those who are not comfortable with technology.\(^\text{277}\)

Moreover, OArb is not right for every person or every claim. Individuals should not be forced to sign an arbitration agreement that requires online hearings. Accordingly, clauses calling for mandatory OArb with no meaningful opportunity for consent should not be enforceable. The FAA only calls for enforcement of valid arbitration clauses complete with consent.\(^\text{278}\) As noted above, such clauses also may be unconscionable where the clause is hidden in an adhesion contract and when the process would not be fair due to one party’s lack of access to or comfort with technology.\(^\text{279}\)

F. Addressing Loss of In-Person Interactions

Thus far, this Article has noted benefits of online communications, including cost savings and time savings of OArb due to its flexibility and elimination of travel needs. Some parties may also feel more confident or at ease when participating in an arbitration from the comfort of their own homes. However, this is not to discredit or ignore the importance of face-to-face interactions.\(^\text{280}\) Indeed, discussions around the importance of in-person interactions have been especially prevalent with respect to mediation and negotiation, especially when there is a need for “venting” and reliance on body language as part of the overall dialogue.

In-person interactions may also be important for arbitration. First, arbitrators have legitimate concerns about use of remote technology for obtaining and hearing evidence. This includes concerns about whether a witness has been given answers by someone else in the room or through a computer or telephone that is acces-

\(^\text{277}\) Expanding Access to Remedies, supra note 229, at 101–60.

\(^\text{278}\) See Theroff v. Dollar Tree Stores, Inc., 591 S.W.3d 432 (Mo. Sup. Ct. 2020) (en banc). In this case, the court held that a party did not consent to arbitration where a former Dollar Tree employee who was legally blind was never provided with a reasonable means to read and understand a form arbitration provision included in hiring paperwork. Id.

\(^\text{279}\) Nagrampa v. MailCoups, Inc., 469 F.3d 1257, 1293 (9th Cir. 2006) (holding that the arbitration agreement’s forum selection clause was unconscionable because it was a part of a contract of adhesion, and the place and manner requirements (traveling to Boston from California) were unduly oppressive and harsh considering the circumstances of the parties).

\(^\text{280}\) Adam Samuel, Now Plaguing Dispute Resolution Processes: Proceeding in ADR Without the Handshakes, 38 Alternatives to High Cost Litig. 71 (2020).
sible, but discrete, in a remote setting. Although witnesses may be clandestinely “coached” during in-person proceedings through inappropriate elevator conversations or secret notes, the online environment allows for greater leeway for inappropriate witness assistance.

There is no perfect way to prevent witnesses from being able to covertly chat with counsel through texts out of the camera’s view or using an online chat function. Still, there are some precautions that arbitrators should take. For example, they should disable “chat” functions within conferencing software (such as Zoom) and warn witnesses of their duty to provide honest testimony based on the facts as they know them. Arbitrators may even require oaths under some arbitral rules. Furthermore, attorneys should understand that they violate ethical rules if they secretly “guide” witnesses to provide a certain response or clandestinely urge them to look at a particular document in response to a question.

The lack of in-person proceedings may also disproportionally harm those parties that are less technological savvy. For example, individuals comfortable with and knowledgeable about using Zoom have benefitted during the pandemic by understanding the importance of lighting and placement of a camera. Furthermore, those who live in spaces with fewer distractions may have an advantage over those stuck in a crowded environment where it is difficult to focus during an online hearing. Moreover, this all becomes especially important when an arbitrator is assessing the evidence as presented online in order to reach a binding decision.

Putting evidentiary issues aside, loss of in-person interaction in arbitration may also hinder settlement opportunities. In reality, “breaks” during an arbitration proceeding provide informal opportunities for the arbitrator to leave the parties alone in a room, long enough for them to discuss issues and sometimes settle the dispute on terms they feel comfortable with. When people have lunch together during face-to-face arbitration, they develop relationships and are encouraged to arrange to meet elsewhere and settle. Arguably, Zoom breakout rooms and intermittent phone discussions during a proceeding may be even better for fostering settlement, but in-person interactions continue to hold some importance.
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In sum, documents-only arbitration and virtual hearings have merit in many cases, especially in the pandemic, as health concerns around physical presence remain. Nonetheless, that does not mean that physical presence lacks value. Indeed, there are limitations of modern technology.\textsuperscript{285} In-person arbitration should remain an option, and arbitrators should take special care to ensure that all parties in OArb feel comfortable and have full ability to present their cases. In some cases, this may even mean that the arbitrator should call for a continuance amid a virtual hearing to allow for completion through in-person hearings to be sure all parties are adequately heard.

\textbf{V. Conclusion}

Technology has provided immense fuel for fashioning procedures to advance access to justice by adding a "virtual door" to the courthouse through ODR. At the same time, OArb has grown as a subset of ODR, and virtual hearings have become part of the new normal in the pandemic—a normal that is expected to continue post-pandemic. When properly designed, OArb may allow individuals to resolve disputes quickly and cheaply, without the cost or hassle of travel or time away from work. That is not to say that OArb is perfect or suited to every case or party. A digital divide persists, and policymakers must be careful as they digitize due process.\textsuperscript{286} Furthermore, we must consider the role of class actions and assess how U.S. Supreme Court jurisprudence around the FAA may impact OArb as it becomes mainstream. In fact, we may find that this jurisprudence may deserve reconsideration—or at least functional consideration—in order to protect fairness and comport with modern legal practice in the digital age.

Overall, putting the FAA aside, we should use the COVID-19 momentum toward creativity to advance online processes that foster access to justice. We have an opportunity to examine problems with procedures in traditional dispute resolution ecosystems, such as arbitration, in order to reimagine and not merely repeat those procedures in an online world. For example, we can imagine how problem diagnosis tools could be built into OArb programs to create new low-cost means for individuals to obtain remedies without

\textsuperscript{285} Id.

the need to join class actions. Moreover, building in digital “trip wires” could shed light on important health, safety, and policy issues.287 In these ways, OArb need not be a digital replica of the old-fashioned and expensive traditional arbitration that has earned a bad reputation for underdogs everywhere. Instead, it could be a reimagined process that expands access to remedies.